
VIEWS FROM THE BRIDGE ESSAY

Free Essay: A View From the Bridge by Arthur Miller 'A view from the bridge' by Arthur Miller is a tragic intense play
about family struggle, lust, passion.

The play "A view from the bridge" is set in the's, a tragedy about the lives of some Italian immigrants, whose
paths cross, ending in death, separation and tragedy. Marco and Rodolfo both reply No. Eddie finds this very
difficult to believe and that he can do nothing about it. Also, already from this point in the story we can see
that his feelings for his Italian traditions overcome the American Law because even if Eddie knows the
consequences of hosting two illegal immigrants in his house, he thinks about how he is honoured about it. He
was a playwright whose work discussed significant social issues, giving the reader a deep insight into his
characters' feelings. I will be explaining the difference in culture between America and Italy and how this
could have affected the outcome of the play. Question 2: What makes a view from the Bridge 'good' theatre.
The son of a small businessman, Miller worked in a warehouse after graduating from high school. Search for
Related Papers. In other words he is very masculine. The play is set in the American 's, just after the Second
World War. Arthur Miller wrote 'A View form the Bridge' in  This is a typical immigrant feeling because here
Eddie is probably remembering when he too had come to America. A View from the bridge was written in , it
was partly based on the idea that his parents were both immigrants into the United States Although Eddie is
not Catherine's father, he is a very strong father figure to her and the man of the house Here, the theme of
justice rises once more: Marco finds it wrongful that Eddie can escape punishment and he cannot, making his
urge for avenge even stronger. This creates aggression from Marco throughout the play and results in various
conflicts between himself and Eddie in which Marco demonstrates his masculinity over Eddie this makes
Eddie feel threatened and insecure How are these ideas connected? A View From The Bridge is a play written
by Arthur Miller in , which was originally arranged in rhymes but later was changed. It is also trying to tell the
audience that when many immigrants migrate to another country they normally have to settle for half as it is
better than nothing at all and also because they not fully from that country. He has effeminate attributes; he
can sing, dance, and make dresses Arthur miller wrote the play in reflection of his own life and experiences
How are these ideas connected. While exploring human faults he also talks about the hidden emotions within
people In the longshoreman culture respect is as much a part of a man as is his own image. The depression
caused a lack of work, many people started to migrate to America where there were many jobs. In this essay I
will examine the ideas of manliness, hostility and aggression are connected to each other in 'a view from the
bridge'. So Eddie issues the challenge directly to Rodolfo, saying that he will teach him how to box. Rodolfo is
subject to Eddie's hostile feelings towards him, emotions like abhorrence, resentment, jealousy and aggression.
The two scenes that I have chosen for my coursework, which I think are exciting and interesting are: 1 End of
act one Pg 2 End of play Pg In my essay on "A View From The Bridge" I will be examining tension and
conflict within the play. The theme of 'Justice provided by the law,' starts right at the beginning of the play
with Alfieri's opening speech Coming from a Sicilian background Eddie believed that the man should be the
leader of the household and that everything goes by him first concerning his family and that he should be very
manly and stand up for those close to him


